
ALASKA ZOO ANIMAL ADOPTIONS
for Classrooms, Schools, and PTAs

Animal adoptions are a unique way to involve students in helping to care for the 
100-plus animals and over 40 species who call The Alaska Zoo home. Symbolically 
adopting an animal provides elements of philanthropy, education and 
conservation that can benefit the social growth and development of your students.

The Alaska Zoo is a 501c(3) non-profit whose mission is to promote
the conservation of Arctic, sub-Arctic and like climate species
through education, research and community enrichment.
FFor almost 50 years, we have been helping Alaska’s wildlife
in need, including the 11 orphaned bear cubs we cared and
found homes for in the summer of 2017. Adoption fees
support this mission and help the zoo cover the expenses
of animal care and facility operations.

Options for the $200 level and above include adding a Hands-on 
Animal Detectives program at the zoo for $5o more or adding a 

30-minute Animal Ambassador program at the zoo for $100 more. 
Additional experiences may be found at alaskazoo.org/outreach.
A large stuffed animal may be added to any adoption for $20 (or a 
small one for $10). Stuffed animals must be picked up at the zoo.

* *Reduced school admission rate applies for tours.
For adoption information, contact Carrie Smoldon at 

adoptions@alaskazoo.org or (907) 947-9835.
Anchorage School District does not endorse these materials

or the viewpoints expressed in them.

View animals available to adopt at alaskazoo.org/animal-adoptions.
Classes or schools who adopt at the following levels receive:
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Name on Zoo Parents’ board
Adoption certificate
Animal history sheet
Letter of adoption
Guided tour for up to 30 guests
Name by their animal’s habitat 
IInvitation to see animal enrichment
20 free student entries for guided tour
Stuffed animal of adopted species 

Levels:  $30-$100  $200/$250  $300    $500   $1000
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